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Speech-enabled
clinical documentation
for MEDITECH EHR.
Seamless integration, collaborative roadmap and single voice
profile deliver an enhanced documentation experience.
Today, more than 2,400 institutions worldwide use MEDITECH’s clinically
integrated EHR. Nuance® and MEDITECH have partnered for more than
15 years to enhance the physician experience when combining Nuance’s
Dragon® Medical solutions and MEDITECH. Now, healthcare organizations
can easily deploy clinical speech recognition—while saving IT resources,
boosting clinician productivity, and supporting better reimbursement through
higher quality clinical documentation.
With Nuance, clinicians can use their voice to securely and efficiently document
patient data in all versions of MEDITECH.
Whether you want to capture physician narratives locally or leverage the power of
the cloud, there’s a Dragon Medical that fits your organization’s needs, workflows,
IT infrastructure requirements, and business goals. And with a single voice profile,
clinicians can get up and running faster across clinical workflows, care settings,
devices, and apps with a seamless, consistent, and personalized experience
across back-end, front-end, on-premise and cloud-based speech solutions.
All Dragon Medical solutions deliver the following capabilities and benefits:
–– Secure and healthcare-compliant clinical speech recognition for documenting
patient notes in the EHR.
––High accuracy out of the gate with no voice profile training, enhanced with
ongoing improvements through continuous learning and profile adaptation.
––Integrated cross-platform productivity tools such as auto-texts, commands,
and personalized vocabularies.
––Voice navigation and text editing within MEDITECH’s documentation tool
(via MEDITECH’s Meditor).

Choose the solutions that
best fit your needs
Dragon Medical embedded
in MEDITECH Expanse
Exclusive, speech-enabled workflow
allows users to dictate, navigate, edit,
and finalize documentation—all with
no additional software to install or
passwords to remember. Optimized
for MEDITECH Expanse.
Dragon Medical One
Cloud platform lets users
dictate in MEDITECH and
beyond, including mobile productivity
apps like secure messaging and
clinical reference.
Dragon Medical Network
Edition
On-premise clinical speech
recognition with built-in clinical
documentation productivity tools.

––Single voice profile and personal customization compatibility across mobile,
web and desktop apps powered by Dragon Medical.
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